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Enhancement of images with very low light has become an important role in the field of 

digital image processing, especially during night photography, tracking and medical 

imaging using binoculars. In this study, a new algorithm was proposed to enhance images 

with very low light on the basis of the development of brightness low lightness areas 

algorithm with the treatment of lighting component (Y) by using Sigmoid function in 

accordance with YIQ colour space. The proposed method was compared with several 

algorithms as (contrast enhancement approach, multi-scale retinax with color restoration, 

histogram equalization, fuzzy logic based-on sigmoid membership function, second-order 

Taylor series approximation and parallel nonlinear adaptive enhancement) by using non-

reference quality measures on the basis of LIME data. Results showed the success of the 

proposed method on improving images with very low light, obtaining the best quality values 

rates of Entropy (6.81), NIQE (3.46) and PIQE (35.87).  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Enhancement images are one of the important topics in 

image processing because it is involved in several areas such 

as medical images, object detection [1, 2] surveillance, 

tracking, underwater images [3, 4], etc. images taken in low 

illumination have poor lighting  and low contrast [5, 6].There 

are several techniques to improve lighting and contrast based 

on traditional methods based on Histogram Equalization (HE) 

[7] or Adapted Histogram Equalization (AHE) [8], and some

method using the Multi-Scale Retinex (MSR) algorithm [9].

There are many previous studies dealing with the topic of

improving the brightness and contrast in digital images, Xuan

D, et al proposed an algorithm to improve low-light images for

clips, which depended on the use of a dusty image

optimization algorithm based on the Dark Channel Prior (DCP)

technique. One of the positive points of this method is its high

execution speed [10]. Gupta and Agarwal [11] suggested

technique depends on replacing the intensity values with the

cumulative sum of the probability, but technical depends on

the same method as histogram, except for the values of

fragmentation of images into several regions. Lin and Shi [12]

introduced important techniques that many researchers add in

improving images with unbound lighting is the retinax

function. The initial results that appeared for the retinax

function were a great computational cost, despite the low

performance in some cases of the retinax function, a problem

for night images with different lighting, as the performance of

the retinax function was observed. On the central retina, it was

characterized by the characteristics of easy implementation

and lower computational cost. Enhancement-based retinax

includes two types Single-Scale Retinex (SSR) and Multi-

Scale Retinax with Color Restoration (MSRCR). This method

has a better improvement between night images, where they

replaced the logarithm function with the retina. Kansal and

Tripathi [13] suggested a technique for enhancing contrast in 

the color image using discrete cosine transform and adaptive 

gamma correction,  the proposed method was used to improve 

the aerial photos, as it succeeded in increasing the contrast of 

these image. Salas and Lisani [14] proposed an algorithm to 

improve the contrast in areas with poor lighting, the suggested 

method relied on Gamma mapping for the red, green, and blue 

channels. To improve the areas in the color image without 

color distortions, color transformations such as (HIS, HSL, 

and YPbPr) are used  Through their results, a good contrast 

improvement was obtained in those images. Fu et al. [15] 

proposed an algorithm depending on the weighted variational 

technique, this algorithm does not use log-transformed to 

enhance contrast and lightness in low illuminance images, the 

regularization terms used are different from conventional 

variational models and maintain the estimated reflectance with 

good details. This algorithm has good results in the 

distribution of light, although some noise was noticed, which 

weakened the overall optical quality. Daway  et al. [16] 

introduced many techniques of Fuzzy Logic Based-on 

Sigmoid Membership Function (FLSMF), that have been 

developed to improve the color image. In their study, it was 

used the technique of fuzzy logic. it was successful in 

enhancing the contrast and brightness of colored images. Zhou 

et al. [17] proposed an algorithm Second-Order Taylor Series 

Approximation (SOTSA) to improve the low-light color 

images to protect the edge information. They adopted the 

technique of second-order Tayl or series expansion 

approximation. This method has a good improvement in image 

density, local contrast, and edge information protection. Gupta 

and Agarwal [11] proposed Contrast Enhancement Approach 

(CEA) to improve the images with unbounded light. They used 

the brightness part to improve the contrast of the image 

without affecting the color information of the input image. 

This method succeeded in improving the dark area and the 
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high light area. Zhou et al. [18] introduced Parallel Nonlinear 

Adaptive Enhancement (PNAE) techniques to improve color 

images with different lighting, first used intensity mapping by 

using local neighborhood depending on the intensity mapping 

function by Taylor transform and then used Adaptive contrast 

enhancement based on the local neighborhood, this method 

succeeded in improving the contrast, but it did not succeed in 

improving the areas with irregular lighting. 

The traditional methods of improvement work on 

improving the compounds HE, AHE and MSRCR which 

causes interference in the color information and causes an 

error in color due to the high correlation of the compounds 

RGB. In this study, we will go to improve images with very 

low lightness based on brightness low lightness areas and the 

sigmoid function based on YIQ color space this algorithm 

retrieves lighting and contrast information without any color 

distortion. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 

 

 When capturing an image at low levels of illuminance this 

leads to a decrease in brightness and contrast. In this study, the 

lighting will be improved based on brightness Low Lightness 

Areas  (BLLA) [10], and the contrast will be improved by 

using the Sigmoid function of the lighting component using 

space YIQ. 

 

2.1 Lightness enhancement 

 

The lighting will be improved depending on the algorithm 

PLLA which depends on the negative image that is applied on 

DCP, for an arbitrary negative image 𝐽𝑖𝑛 is defined as [19]: 

 

𝐽 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘( 𝑥) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖 𝜖 {𝑟,𝑔,𝑏} (𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝜖 R (𝑥) ( 𝐽𝑖𝑛 (𝑥) )) (1) 

 

where, 𝐽𝑖𝑛 is a image in R, G and B color space of 𝐽𝑖𝑛 and 

R(𝑥) is a local patch with x coordinate depending on the DCP, 

the value of the dark channel of 𝐽 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 is low and will be zero 

where 𝐽𝑖𝑛 is an outdoor (no haze) free image, except for the 

bright area [10]: 

 

𝐽𝑖𝑛 = 255 −  c(x) (2) 

 

c(x) being the color image. 

 

𝐽 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘( 𝑥) ≅ 0 (3) 

 

Thus the transmission value can be determined by [19]: 

 

𝑡𝑟 (𝑥) = 1 − 𝑤 𝐽 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘(𝑥) (4) 

 

Then recover the scene radiance by using [19]: 

 

𝐽(𝑥) =  
𝐼(𝑥) −  𝐴

max (𝑡𝑟(𝑥), 0.1 )
+  𝐴 (5) 

 

(A) is Air light in this study (0.1) [19], then introduce a 

multiplier 𝑃(𝑥), and through extensive experiments, we find 

that 𝑃(𝑥) can be set as [10]: 

 

p(x) = {
2𝑡(𝑥) − 𝐴 0 ≤ (𝑥) < 0.5

 
1  0.5 < 𝑡(𝑥) ≤ 1

 (6) 

then the recovery equation becomes [10] 

 

𝑡(𝑥) =
𝑐(𝑥) − 𝐴

𝑃(𝑥)𝑡(𝑥)
+ 𝐴 (7) 

 

Figure 1 shows the improvement by using BLLA method. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. A very low lightness image enhanced by BLLA 

algorithm 

 

2.2 Contrast enhancement 

 

The contrast is improved depending on the space YIQ and 

for the lightness component Y only by relying on the Sigmoid 

function. This process allows to improve the lightness of the 

component while preserving the color information (IQ) the 

transform RGB to YIQ is done by [20]: 

 

[
𝑌
𝐼
𝑄

] = [
2.99 0.587 0.114

0.596 −0.270 −0.322
0.211 −0.211 0.312

] [
𝑅
𝐺
𝐵

] (8) 

 

𝑌 = 2.99𝑅 + 0.587𝐺 + 0.114𝐵 (9) 

 

𝑌𝑛 = 𝑌/255 (10) 

 

By a Sigmoid function. the process of treating the luminous 

compound with the sigmoid function allows for preserving the 

chromatic information (IQ) and gives the sigmoid function 

according to [16] 

 

Ys =
1

(1 − (
√1 − Yn

Yn
))

 
(11) 

 

The sigmoid function is considered one of the implicit 

functions that connect with the network or Type equation here. 

any program, where you change the lighting. Low lighting 

raises it. As for medium lighting, it remains the same, but it 

does not affect it. As for high lighting, it decreases, such a 

conversion increases the contrast of the illumination complex. 

All illuminated areas have a better illumination that is not 

incorporated in the image see Figure 2. The inverse from RGB 

to YIQ is given by [20] 

 

[
𝑅𝑒
𝐺𝑒
𝐵𝑒

] = [
0.24  0.33 0.25 

0.41 − 1.48 − 1.68
0.11 − 1.23 1.89

] [
𝑌𝑠
𝐼 
𝑄

] (12) 

 

Figure 3 illustrated the stages of the proposed algorithm 

with the example of an image and Figure 4 shows that the 

scheme represents the proposed method. In this study there is 

no strong distortion, especially at low light levels, as long as 

there is little information present in the image, and color 

information is preserved when processing the lighting 

component only. 
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Figure 2. A sigmoid function mapping [16] 

 

 
 

Figure 3. In (a) original image, (b) BLLA enhancement, (c) 

lighting component (Y) in the YIQ color space, (d) Sigmoid 

transform for Y-component and (e) Final enhancement, after 

the inverse transform to RGB 

 

 
 

Figure 4. A block diagram of the proposed algorithm 

 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

 

In this research, very low-light images were enhanced on 

the basis of Proposed (Pro.) algorithm and other algorithms 

(Pro., CEA, MSRCR, HE, FLSMF, SOTSA and PAEN). All 

algorithms were used in Matlab program [(Ra 2020) with PC, 

2.7 GHZ  core i5], depending on LIME data [21]. The data 

contained 10 images with type bmp, as shown in Figure 5. 

Four images were chosen as a general model for the 

improvement, as shown in Figure 6, several non-reference 

quality standards, including Entropy (EN) [7], Naturalness 

Image Quality Evaluator (NIQE) [22] and Perception Image 

Quality Evaluator (PIQE) [23], were adopted to obtain the 

efficiency of improving very-low-light images. Table  1 shows 

the average quality of the non-reference measures. The best 

results were obtained from the proposed method, with the 

highest values of En, indicating its success in obtaining high 

contrast for improving low-light images. The proposed 

method also obtained the lowest values of two scales (NIQE 

and PIQE), suggesting increased colour information in the 

enhanced images. The same behaviour could be found in Table 

2 when choosing three images from the data, as shown in 

Figure 7, which illustrates the 3D bar plot for Table 2. Figures 

8, 10 and 12 represent the third selected image, which was 

enhanced by all methods. The best improvement was observed 

in the proposed method, followed by the method FLSMF. The 

distribution of histograms for those images (a–c) was 

represented in Figure 9, 11 and 13, where the proposed method 

achieved wider ranges of improvement for the red, green and 

blue components than the other methods. Two areas were 

identified in image (d) of Figure 14 and 15 to determine the 

efficiency of the improvement in the areas of low light and 

high light. The proposed method succeeded in obtaining high 

contrast and chromatic retrieval for a very light area without 

colour error or colour loss (go image to grey).  

 

Table 1. The average qualities 

 
Method EN NIQE PIQE 

Pro. 6.81 3.46 35.87 

CEA [11] 6.49 4.37 45.62 

MSRCR [9] 6.45 6.76 48.46 

HE [7] 5.62 4.71 43.95 

FLSMF [16] 6.48 4.59 40.47 

SOTSA [17] 6.64 5.94 42.82 

PNAE [18] 6.67 6.02 43.11 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The data images that used in this study [20] 

 

 
 

Figure 6. The images were selected form LIME dada 
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Table 2. The qualities for enhanced images (a, b & c) 

 

Image _a Image _b Image _c 

Method EN NIQE PIQE Method EN NIQE PIQE Method EN NIQE PIQE 

SUG 7.41 1.97 23.56 SUG 7.16 2.50 20.59 SUG 6.86 2.14 27.31  

CEA 5.93 2.75 29.34 CEA 5.95 3.23 21.77 CEA 5.69 2.61 28.19  

MSRCR 6.47 2.93 36.53 MSRCR 6.63 2.99 21.60 MSRCR 6.13 2.92 36.42  

HE 5.93 2.75 29.34 HE 5.95 3.23 21.77 HE 5.69 2.61 28.19  

FLSMF 7.14 2.49 27.71 FLSMF 7.21 3.27 20.69 FLSMF 6.38 3.13 28.49  

SOTSA 7.15 4.80 38.27 SOTSA 6.42 2.55 20.39 SOTSA 6.65 3.552 25.58  

PNAE 7.01 4.68 40.85 PNAE 6.44 2.64 21.31 PNAE 6.66 3.44 24.6 

 

 
 

Figure 7. The pars plot for qualities averages is in Table 1 

 

 
 

Figure 8. The Image _a is enhanced using various methods 

 

 
 

Figure 9. A histogram of the Image _a is enhanced using various methods 
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Figure 10. Image _b is enhanced by using various methods 

 

 
 

Figure 11. A histogram of the Image _b is enhanced using various methods 

 

 
 

Figure 12. The Image _c is enhanced using various methods 
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Figure 13. A histogram of the Image _c is enhanced using various methods 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Determining a low-light region in the Image _d and enlarging it to know the efficiency of the enhancement by using 

all methods 

 

 
 

Figure 15. Determining a high-light region in the Image _d and enlarging it to know the efficiency of the enhancement by using 

all methods 
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4. CONCLUSION 

 

In this study, an algorithm was proposed that improves 

lightness and contrasts where, images captured at very low 

lightness levels were enhanced by using modified Brightness 

Low Lightness Areas Algorithm on the basis of sigmoid 

function via YIQ colour space. The LIME data were used. The 

proposed method was compared with several other methods 

by using CEA, MSRCR, HE, FLSMF SOTSA and PAEN and 

non-reference quality measures EN, NIQE and PIQE. The 

results showed that the proposed method succeeded in 

improving images with very low light. The best quality values 

of 6.81, 3.46 and 35.87 were obtained for EN, NIQE and PIQE, 

respectively. Thus, the proposed method could retrieve 

lighting and colour information without any colour distortion. 
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APPENDIX  

 

The code for the suggested method can be downloaded via 

the link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v1OlG152bwY9wZ-

Y2igUWGh98KWAd31s/view?usp=sharing. 
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